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The revolutionary mentor has repeatedly taught us that the only weapon in the struggle for the
liberation of the proletariat and the working class is organization. However, the most feared by
the revisionist rulers is that the working people organize themselves and thus implement
fascist autocracy. The struggle against capitalist restoration caused by our opposition to
revisionism came in the history of mankind for the first time in the history of the communist
movement. 

After the revisionists came to power in the Soviet Union, there was no communist struggle
against revisionism until the revisionist rule was replaced by capitalism, the so-called "sudden
change of the Soviet Union and East Europe." China is different. In China, as Chairman Mao
created the theory of anti-revisionist socialist revolution, and personally initiated and led the
exercise against the revisionist movement, the Cultural Revolution, and predicted the historical
possibility of revisionism's assumption of power. The Chinese communists were fully prepared
for the revisionists to come to power, and after the revisionists came to power, they dared to
come forward and wage a resolute struggle against revisionism. 

Without revolutionary theory, there will be no revolutionary movement. The basic principles of
the "Communist Manifesto" are not out of date. Lenin's "Theory of Imperialism" is not out of
date. Lenin's analysis of the times and his analysis of the nature and characteristics of
imperialism are still our theoretical guidance for understanding the world today. Chairman
Mao’s theory of socialist revolution is even more a direct theoretical guide for us to oppose
revisionism and oppose capitalist restoration. 

It is precisely the theory of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought, and Chairman Mao’s
theory of socialist revolution. We can clearly see that China is already a bureaucrat-monopoly
capitalist society characterized by revisionist politics. The degree of capitalist restoration has
far exceeded that of Soviet revisionist social imperialism. The dominant economy of this
society is bureaucratic monopoly capitalism, private capitalism and foreign monopoly
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capitalism constitute its broad basis. Corruption and bribery are the specific forms of
bureaucratic monopoly capitalism that holds surplus value. Power and money transactions,
collusion between government officials and businessmen, and compradors are both forms of

bureaucratic monopoly capitalism, private capitalism, and foreign monopoly capitalism. They
are also a specific form of the bureaucratic monopoly bourgeoisie and the private capitalist
class and the foreign monopoly bourgeoisie dividing the residual value. 

The private bourgeoisie and the old Chinese national bourgeoisie are not comparable. Because
the historical background and historical conditions are completely different. The private
bourgeoisie has lost the revolutionary aspect of the national bourgeoisie of that year, and will
inevitably not be freed from the attachment of the land. The internal monopoly bourgeoisie
attached to the bureaucrats attaches to power; the foreign attaches to the foreign monopoly
bourgeoisie and attaches itself to the division of excess profits. This dependence determines
the class status, class position and political attitude of the private bourgeoisie. In such an
economic relationship, the working class was re-employed as a wage-earner. The peasant
class is being divided, either entering the ranks of the working working class, such as migrant
workers; or it is struggling in small production; there is a very small number that rises to the
agricultural bourgeoisie. 

The political rule of this society is the fascist dictatorship of the entire bourgeoisie led by the
bureaucratic monopoly bourgeoisie. The worker-peasant laborer class has become the
dictatorship of the ruling class. On the basis of such economic and political relations, the
ideology and culture of the bourgeoisie also occupy a dominant position. All the corrupted
rubbish of pre-capitalism was revived. 

On this basis, it will inevitably regenerate class differentiation, class contradictions, and class
confrontation. Among the many class conflicts, the contradiction between the bureaucratic
monopoly bourgeoisie and the worker-peasant laborer class is the main contradiction.
Although the working class frequently conducts large-scale economic and rights struggles
against private capitalism and foreign monopoly capitalism, the bureaucratic monopoly
bourgeoisie does not hesitate to stand on capitalism and assets in such struggles. On the
class side, and using the hands of the state machine of violence, the fascist dictatorship of the
fascist bourgeoisie was imposed on the class of workers and peasants and laborers. 
(continued on next page) 
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This is the “worst capitalism” that we face, which Chairman Mao has repeatedly emphasized
after the revisionists came to power . China's "characteristic socialism" is essentially
"characteristic" capitalism in China. The word "characteristics" is merely a trick for revisionism.
Without seeing this political feature of revisionism, we cannot see the characteristics of
Chinese capitalism. The essence of "characteristic socialism" cannot be seen as capitalism. It
will erase the fact that socialism has been replaced by capitalism, the dictatorship of the
proletariat has become a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, and the fact that the Communist
Party has become a bourgeois party. 

Only by recognizing that we are dealing with “worst capitalism” and recognizing that the nature
of capital will not change, and that the bourgeoisie as a class will not change its nature, so that
we can further recognize that we are facing no prolificacy. In the class struggle of the class
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we can further recognize that we are facing no prolificacy. In the class struggle of the class
and the bourgeoisie, what we are going to carry out is the socialist revolution that
revolutionized capitalism and the bourgeoisie. 

The struggle against capitalism characterized by revisionist politics is not only a class struggle
but also a particularly cruel class struggle. We can only use the class struggle as the basis and
class struggle to carry out this struggle. Any other way and method is not an illusion. Ultimately
it will inevitably lead to failure. 

The socialist revolution is a "revolution," and we must adhere to the revolutionary line. No
matter how the revolutionary means change, the nature of the revolution cannot be abandoned.
This principle has been repeatedly proved by the history of communist movements. The
struggle against capitalist restoration brought about by revisionism in power can only be this
way. Only the socialist revolution is the only means to solve the capitalist restoration caused by
revisionism. There is no other means to accomplish this arduous historical mission. 

This is a great proletarian revolution. A basic principle of Marxism is that the liberation of the
working class is the working class’s own business. Such revolutionary mentors such as Marx,
Lenin, and Mao Zedong repeatedly said so, and the International Song also sang like this. The
Paris Commune, the October Revolution, and the Chinese Revolution did just that. No matter
how different the specific forms of struggle are, as long as the masses of the people start up
and set off a revolutionary storm, the struggle will surely be able to achieve victory. This
principle also applies to the socialist re-revolutionary struggle against revisionism and
opposition to capitalist restoration. 

In 1966, in a letter to Comrade Jiang Qing, Chairman Mao had predicted that if a rightist
counter-revolutionary coup occurred in the future, the left might raise his banner and follow his
teaching to defeat the rightist. Afterwards, in the Cultural Revolution, Chairman Mao pointedly
pointed out to Shanghai that there was a “January Revolutionary Storm”. Shanghai’s students
had risen, workers had risen, and government officials had risen. Shanghai has great hope. In
Chairman Mao’s view, as long as the people have risen, revisionism will be finished. 

We firmly believe that the future scientific socialist society is definitely a society without
exploitation and oppression, and it is a society that allows working people to live a good life. As
the "Communist Manifesto" stated, "Instead of a bourgeois society with class and class rivalry,
it will be such a consortium, where everyone's free development is a condition for the free
development of all people." Only such a society, a communist society, can make the working
people always bid farewell to suffering and tears. 

In order to realize the lofty ideal of this great laboring mass, all comrades who oppose the
bureaucratic monopoly bourgeois fascist dictatorship whose politics is characterized by
revisionism should always remember the greatness of Chairman Mao’s eve of the
establishment of New China in 1949. Command: Let the revolution go through ! 
Title: Chinese Maoist communists unite ! - Minutes of the Maoist communist Luoyang
Conference on February 5, 2015 

Source: China Red Flag Network 

Longxiang Wuzhou  Posted at 2017-4-22 04:37:34 |  Look at the author

Chinese Maoist communists unite! 
                                                                ____Proceedings of the Maoist
communists in Luoyang, China 
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communists in Luoyang, China 

On February 5 and 6, 2015, Maoist communists from 13 provinces, cities,

and autonomous regions across the country successfully held a meeting
in Luoyang, Henan Province.
The meeting has three topics:
1. Learn Marxism-Leninism, especially Mao Zedong's theory on the
socialist revolution and continuing revolution.
2. Analyze and study the social nature, class relations, social issues, and
major social conflicts in contemporary China.
3. Analyze and study Maoist communists' current struggle strategies.
The meeting achieved its intended purpose.
Representatives attending the conference included both veteran
comrades who had experienced the Cultural Revolution, and young and
middle-aged comrades who actively participated in the real struggle in
recent years. Under the guidance of Marxism-Leninism theoretical
principles, the meeting under the auspices of the comrades in charge of
the general liaison, the comrades did not only speak their minds freely,
but also made peace and understanding with different opinions. It was a
very good political and democratic practice and it was also achieved by
the meeting. The important reason for positive results.
This meeting received the care, support, and guidance of many older
generations of proletarian revolutionaries and veteran comrades in
Beijing and Shanghai. They also reported to them in a timely manner after
the meeting. This is a guarantee that the conference can succeed.
For nearly four decades, the Maoist communists struggled against the
revisionist domination. However, under the white horrors of fascist
dictatorship, the struggle has never been free of individuality or dispersal.
With the intensification of the struggle, we united, united and organized
and became the common aspiration of everyone. The Luoyang
Conference was the first step that Maoist communists had taken
together over the years. This is a far-reaching breakthrough.
The revolutionary mentor has repeatedly taught us that the only weapon
in the struggle for the liberation of the proletariat and the working class is
organization. However, the most frightening aspect of the revisionist
Fascist despotic rule is that the working people are organized. This is
what Chairman Mao has long seen and repeatedly explained. In the face
of this particular difficulty, how to combine the principle of daring to fight
with the flexibility to fit into the struggle is a problem we often encounter.
The “China Maoist coalition” as a result of the Luoyang conference can
be said to be a tentative answer to the problem of how to organize.
During the meeting, delegates went to the Luoyang Wangcheng Square to
participate in mass propaganda activities that promote Maoism and
oppose revisionism. At the rally of hundreds of revolutionary masses,
many deputies staged enthusiastic and strong communion with the
actual to praise Maoism, criticize revisionism, and criticize the bourgeois
speech. They were warmly welcomed and responded to by the
participating people and showed Maoist communism. The fighting spirit
of the activists.
(continued on next page)
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After two days of warm and serious discussions, the meeting reached a broad consensus. These consensuses have
important principle meanings for us to fight in the future. Here, the minutes of the special meeting are as follows:
The meeting held that the current struggle against capitalist restoration caused by our opposition to revisionism came in
the history of mankind for the first time in the history of the communist movement. After the revisionists came to power in
the Soviet Union, there was no communist party opposing the revisionist struggle until the revisionist rule was replaced by
capitalism, the so-called "dramatic change of the Soviet Union and East Europe." China is different. In China, as Chairman
Mao created the theory of anti-revisionist socialism to continue the revolution, and personally initiated and led the exercise
against the revisionist __ cultural revolution, and predicted the historical possibility of revisionism to take power, this Not
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only has the Chinese communists been fully prepared for the revisionists to come to power, but after the revisionists came
to power, they dared to come forward and wage a resolute struggle against revisionism. This is the reason why we claim
to be Maoist communists. It is also the reason why we meet together today and can not but deeply cherish Chairman
Mao. The first thing we have to say is: Chairman Mao, we miss you! Your rehabilitated workers and children are

determined to raise your banner high, end revisionist and capitalist rule as soon as possible, and rebuild Marxist-Leninist
scientific socialism in China.
Without revolutionary theory, there will be no revolutionary movement. The first task of the Luoyang Conference was to
study Marxism-Leninism. Through study, everyone believes that the basic principles of the "Communist Manifesto" are not
out of date, and the "Declaration" remains the most basic program of Maoist communists. Lenin's "Theory of Imperialism"
is not out of date. Lenin's analysis of the times and his analysis of the nature and characteristics of imperialism are still
our theoretical guidance for understanding the world today. Chairman Mao’s theory of socialist revolution is even more a
direct theoretical guide for us to oppose revisionism and oppose capitalist restoration.
It now appears that Chairman Mao’s theory of socialist revolution includes both the socialist revolution (the seizure of
political power) and the theory of socialist transformation; it also includes the theory of continuing revolution and socialist
construction (in a broad sense) under socialist conditions; As revisionism comes to power and capitalism is restored, we
must carry out the theory of a socialist re-revolution. These three parts of the theory are organically unified and cannot be
divided. Corresponding to the theory of the new-democratic revolution, it can be simply called the theory of socialist
revolution. This is the two great contributions made by Chairman Mao during his lifetime. It has universal significance in
the world.
We must fully respect Mali Mao. All questions that have been made clear by Mali Mao should not be superfluous.
It is precisely the theory of Marxism-Leninism, especially Chairman Mao’s theory of socialist revolution that we can clearly
see:
China is already a bureaucratic monopoly capitalist society characterized by revisionist politics. The degree of capitalist
restoration has far exceeded that of Soviet revisionist social imperialism.
On the basic qualitative issue of this society, Maoist communists cannot shake and compromise in the slightest.
The dominant economy of this society is bureaucratic monopoly capitalism, private capitalism and foreign monopoly
capitalism constitute its broad basis. Corruption and bribery are the specific forms of bureaucratic monopoly capitalism
that holds surplus value. Power and money transactions, collusion between government officials and businessmen, and
compradors are both forms of bureaucratic monopoly capitalism, private capitalism, and foreign monopoly capitalism.
They are also the specific forms of the bureaucratic monopoly bourgeoisie, the private bourgeoisie and the foreign
monopoly bourgeoisie.
The private bourgeoisie and the old Chinese national bourgeoisie are not comparable. Because the historical background
and historical conditions are completely different. The private bourgeoisie has lost the revolutionary aspect of the national
bourgeoisie of that year, and will inevitably not be freed from the attachment of the land. The internal monopoly
bourgeoisie attached to the bureaucrats attaches to power; the foreign attaches to the foreign monopoly bourgeoisie and
attaches itself to the division of excess profits. This dependence determines the class status, class position and political
attitude of the private bourgeoisie.
In such an economic relationship, the working class was re-employed as a wage-earner. The peasant class is being
divided, either into the ranks of the wage-workers, such as migrant workers; or it is struggling in small-scale production;
there are very few who rise to the agricultural bourgeoisie.
The political rule of this society is the fascist dictatorship of the entire bourgeoisie led by the bureaucratic monopoly
bourgeoisie. The worker-peasant laborer class has become the dictatorship of the ruling class.
On the basis of such economic and political relations, the ideology and culture of the bourgeoisie also occupy a dominant
position. All the corrupted rubbish of pre-capitalism was revived.
This is the current status of China's economic relations, political relations, and ideological relations.
On this basis, class differentiation, class contradictions and class confrontation will inevitably be regenerated.
Among the many class conflicts, the contradiction between the bureaucratic monopoly bourgeoisie and the worker-
peasant laborer class is the main contradiction.
Although the working class frequently conducts large-scale economic and rights struggles against private capitalism and
foreign monopoly capitalism, the bureaucratic monopoly bourgeoisie does not hesitate to stand on capitalism in such
struggles. On the one hand, and on the other hand, the bourgeoisie uses the state machine of violence to implement the
fascist dictatorship of the fascist class of workers and peasants.
This is the “worst capitalism” that we face, which Chairman Mao has repeatedly emphasized after the revisionists came to
power. This is the actual starting point for our understanding of the Chinese issue. (continued on next page)
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China's "characteristic socialism" is essentially "characteristic" capitalism in China. The word "characteristics" is merely a
trick for revisionism. If we do not see the political character of revisionism, we cannot see the characteristics of Chinese
capitalism. We cannot proceed from this reality to define our struggle strategy. You will be guilty of simplistic errors in
dogmatism. The essence of "characteristic socialism" cannot be seen as capitalism. It will erase the fact that socialism
has been replaced by capitalism, the dictatorship of the proletariat has become a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, and the
fact that the Communist Party has become a bourgeois party. Right-wing opportunism and actuality are also errors of
revisionism. "Save the party to protect the country" is such a typical mistaken slogan.
Only by recognizing that we are dealing with “worst capitalism” and recognizing that the nature of capital will not change
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Forum veteran Only by recognizing that we are dealing with “worst capitalism” and recognizing that the nature of capital will not change
and that the bourgeoisie as a class will not change its nature, so that we can further recognize that we are facing no
prolificacy. In the class struggle of the class and the bourgeoisie, what we are going to carry out is the socialist revolution
that revolutionized capitalism and the bourgeoisie.

This is the judgment of the nature of the social revolution task we face and the general direction of our struggle. On this
fundamental issue, no deviations in theory can occur and subjective aspirations cannot be used in place of class analysis.
The struggle against capitalism characterized by revisionist politics is not only a class struggle but also a particularly cruel
class struggle. We can only use the class struggle as the basis and class struggle to carry out this struggle. Any other
methods and methods are not illusions. Ultimately it will inevitably lead to failure.
It is on this basis that the meeting believes that we must be vigilant against all kinds of sabotage activities such as "saving
the country and protecting the country." Years of historical experience tells us that these speculators are like the backbone
figures of the royalists in the Cultural Revolution. They are actually the vassals and slaves of the revisionist rulers. At that
time, during the day, "rebellion" was reported at night and "disposal of the car was lost." The purpose was to shift the
direction of struggle. Now, only anti-corrupt officials do not oppose the emperor; only anti-Chinese traitors do not oppose
the line; the use of ethnic contradictions to mask class contradictions aims to shift the general direction of struggle. The
conservatives of that year did not attack the bourgeois headquarters, but specialized guns to create villains. The same
protectionist faction now does not attack the bourgeois headquarters but specializes in creating anti-Maoist and
proletarian revolutionaries. The top hat is the ironclay of their eagerness to perform the "Song Jiang play Fang La" play.
These people, like the revisionists in the revolutionary ranks of history, will not only undermine the unity of the
revolutionary ranks, but will also lead to the failure of the revolutionary struggle. We urge all revolutionary comrades who
are willing to oppose revisionist domination to understand the class nature of these people and recognize their deceptive
tactics so that they can draw a clear line with these people.
The socialist revolution is a revolution. We must adhere to the revolutionary line. This is the consistent thinking of the
Marxism Revolutionary Mentor. No matter how the revolutionary means change, the nature of the revolution cannot be
abandoned. This principle has been repeatedly proved by the history of communist movements. The struggle against
capitalist restoration brought about by revisionism in power can only be this way. Only the socialist revolution is the only
means to solve the capitalist restoration caused by revisionism. There is no other means to accomplish this arduous
historical mission.
This is a great unprecedented socialist revolution. It now appears that the most probable form of this revolution is to set
up a people-to-people revolutionary movement based on workers and peasants in large and medium-sized cities.
A basic principle of Marxism is that the liberation of the working class is the working class’s own business. The Marxism
Revolutionary Mentor has repeatedly said so. The International Song sings like this. The Paris Commune, the October
Revolution, and the Chinese Revolution did just that. Regardless of the specific form of struggle, as long as the masses of
the people start up and set off a revolutionary storm, the struggle will surely be able to achieve victory. It now appears that
this principle applies equally to the socialist re-revolutionary struggle against revisionism and opposition to capitalist
restoration.
In the early years of the Cultural Revolution in 1966, Chairman Mao had predicted in a letter to Jiang Qing that if a rightist
counter-revolutionary coup occurred in the future, the left might raise his banner and follow his teaching to unite and
defeat the rightist.
Later, during the Cultural Revolution, Chairman Mao pointed out to Shanghai that the “January Storm” was going to
happen. He once pointed out that students in Shanghai have risen, workers have risen, and government officials have
risen. Shanghai has great hope. In Chairman Mao’s view, as long as the people have risen, revisionism will be finished.
This principle was proved by the subsequent struggle to seize power throughout the country. "The dead butcher does not
eat mixed pigs" cries all over the country. When the people have risen, they will be able to seize power from the capitalists,
and they will be able to liberate themselves. They will be able to control the fate of the people in their own hands. Although
it was a partial part of the struggle to seize power under the conditions of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The historical experience of the drastic changes in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe has also verified this principle
from another perspective. It was the rise of the masses that finally ended the revisionist decadent rule. Just because there
is no real communist leadership, the result of the struggle is to rebuild capitalism. (continued on next page)

Longxiang Wuzhou
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The turmoil in China in 1989 can also be counted as a
verification. When the people came up, the revisionist
rulers panicked and split within. This is a historic
opportunity. Unfortunately, at that time, the proletarian
revolutionaries were basically thrown into prison in the
counter-offensive and were unable to play the leadership
of the movement. The bourgeois liberals who launched
this struggle showed weakness and stupidity. This gave
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this struggle showed weakness and stupidity. This gave
the ruler time and opportunity, and ultimately he
continued to maintain his rule by virtue of violence.
However, the historical experience left behind is worth
pondering.
These close historical experiences tell us that the most
powerful means to achieve the socialist re-revolution is
the people's revolutionary movement. This is
incomparable to any other improvement measures. As
Engels said in his famous "Introduction" in his later years,
revolution is undoubtedly the "most authoritative means"
of historical progress and historical changes. Moreover,
Engels also deliberately attacked and took the initiative
to attack, defeating the defensive street fighting he used
in 1848.
The Maoist communists of China must take this
revolutionary line and take this revolutionary line. We
must launch a people-mass revolutionary movement, put
an end to the bourgeois rule that uses revisionism as a
political feature, realize the socialist re-revolution, and
rebuild the Marxist-Leninist scientific socialist society.
To take this revolutionary line, we must break through the
revisionist fascist autocracy. Revisionism still claims to
follow the constitution of the People's Republic of China
(although it was modified by them). This gives us the
possibility of legal struggle. We are demanding the
implementation of all the democratic rights conferred on
the people by Article 35 of the Constitution. We are
fighting the revisionist bourgeois fascist autocracy with
the demands of socialist democracy. What may be
obtained is only a limited bourgeois democracy, but it is
always better than the fascist dictatorship for the class
of workers and peasants, conducive to organization, and
conducive to propaganda and mobilization of the
masses.
Looking at the issue from a long-term point of view, our
highest demand for democracy is that the working
people are the masters of the country, and this can only
be achieved after the socialist re-revolutionary
movement of the masses of the people has started and
the government has obtained power. This is an inevitable
historical and mutually reinforcing historical step in our
struggle for the socialist re-revolution and the fight for
democracy. It is also the fundamental meaning and
fundamental purpose of our struggle for democracy. As
long as the regime is in hand and the people are the
masters of the country, this is not only a victory for the
socialist re-revolution, but it is also a new starting point
for the socialist revolution.
Fighting for democracy is the entry point for the current
struggle. This is a difficult task of struggle. We must
unite all forces that can be united. As long as it is against
the forces of fascist autocracy, we can all unite, but we
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the forces of fascist autocracy, we can all unite, but we
must not forget our class independence and not forget
our line, purpose and direction.

Taking this revolutionary line, we must focus our work on
promoting the masses and mobilizing the masses.
Theory is the soul of the revolution and the masses are
the material forces of the revolution. Only by realizing the
combination of the two and arming the masses with
Marxism can we set off a socialist revolutionary
movement. The point of departure for all our work is
here. To this end, our Maoist communists must go deep
into the workers and peasants, be students of the
masses, integrate with the workers and peasants,
participate in all revolutionary practical activities of the
workers and peasants, and gradually realize the
transformation of Marxism-Maoism into the
revolutionary practices. Workers and peasants'
ideological weapons.
To take this revolutionary line, we must also read books
carefully to make Marxism. The comrades agreed that in
carrying out this struggle against the bureaucratic
monopolistic bourgeoisie whose revisionism is political,
we still have many problems in theory that have not been
resolved; we can resist revisionism and resist the
occurrence of any kind of future construction. In the
scientific socialist society where capitalism has been
restored, we are even blinder. This requires us to study
and recognise under the guidance of Marxism-Leninism,
which is quite difficult. The communists do not
understand Marxism. It seems to be a satire, but it is
also a fact. This is even an important reason for
revisionism and the restoration of capitalism. The
comrades must keep a sober understanding of this issue
and must be serious and serious. If we say that the
ideological and political line is correct or not, then the
prerequisite for this is that Marxism must be mastered.
The higher the Marxist-Lebanese red flag is lifted, the
more certainty is the victory of the socialist re-revolution.
Studying hard, mobilizing the masses, and fighting for
democracy are the three tasks we Maoist communists
must grasp now.
The general outline is the socialist revolution.
The general line is: with the proletariat as the leader
(through the Communist Party), based on the alliance of
workers and peasants, unite all progressive forces that
can be united, oppose the reactionary rule of the
bureaucratic monopoly bourgeoisie characterized by
revisionism, and rebuild Marae Maoism in China. The
scientific socialism ____ struggled in the first stage of
communism.
In the first phase of the future scientific socialist society
__ communism:
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__ communism:
Politically, the working people of the workers and
peasants will be the masters of the country and will

participate in the management and supervision of all
state affairs.
Economically, the working people of the workers and
peasants will be the masters of labor, masters of public
ownership, and masters of national wealth. While
implementing the “distribution according to work”, the
necessary "distribution according to need" is
implemented under certain conditions to ensure that
workers and peasants and working people have housing,
medical care, and schooling and so on.
In ideological and cultural terms, on the basis of
inheriting all the outstanding ideology and culture of
mankind, a dominant communist ideology and culture
was created.
We firmly believe that the future scientific socialist
society must be a society that allows the working people
to live a good life. The details of this society come not
from the mind but from practice and from the creation of
the people. However, there is one we will not waver. It
was stated in the “Communist Manifesto” long ago.
“Instead of a bourgeois society with class and class
opposition, it will be such a consortium, where everyone
The freedom of development is the condition for the free
development of all people." Only such a social __
communist society can make the working people always
bid farewell to suffering and tears.
In order to realize the lofty ideal of this great working
people, all comrades who are willing to participate in the
dictatorship of the bureaucratic monopoly bourgeoisie
who oppose revisionism as a political feature must unite.
In engaging in this great and complicated struggle, the
comrades have a high and low level of awareness, have
known one another, have different levels, and even make
mistakes at any time. These are all normal and should
not affect our unity. The communists should With the
broad minds of the united comrades, we should always
remember the slogan of Chairman Mao shouting at the
Ninth National Congress from time to time: unite and
strive for greater victories!
Xiongguan Dadao really like iron, but now the pace to go
from scratch. In the long night when socialism has failed,
let us once again hold high the torch of communism, and
under the guidance of Marxism-Leninism, on the basis of
remembering historical experience and lessons, once
again launch the socialist revolution and rebuild
socialism and communism. future!
Chairman Mao’s banner is the banner of victory and the
banner that overpowers all enemies. Chairman Mao did
not die. Chairman Mao is always with us and will always
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not die. Chairman Mao is always with us and will always
guide us forward. We firmly believe that the two old
sayings, the future is bright, the road is tortuous. We can

win. We must win.
Long live communism victory!
Long live Marili Maoist victory!
Chinese Maoist communists unite!
Chinese people unite!
Chinese Maoist Union
February 6, 2015 in Luoyang
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The key is this passage: “To take this revolutionary route, it is necessary to break through the revisionist fascist despotic
rule. The revisionists still claim to follow the constitution of the People’s Republic of China (although they have been
modified by them), which gives us the possibility of legal struggle. We are demanding the implementation of the
democratic rights entrusted to the people by Article 35 of the Constitution.We use the socialist democratic appeal to fight
against the bourgeois fascist despotism of revisionism. What may be obtained is only a limited bourgeois democracy, but
it is better than The fascist autocracy is beneficial to the class of workers and peasants and laborers, is conducive to
organization, and is conducive to propaganda and mobilization of the masses."
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Remember historical experience and lessons. What is the lesson?

Yiou
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The Malettoists Posted at 2017-4-22 09:50  
Remember historical experience and lessons. What is the lesson?

The light intellectuals did not work. Workers and peasants basically did not start up and follow up. The soldiers were also
used to suppress them.

Lin Lin  Posted at 2017-4-25 00:12:35 |  Look at the author only
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Tian Zhongguo: Qi Liexiang's Political Lies 

Http://xinghuo38.top/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=15344 
. . . . . . 

In the letter to the National Party Committee of the National Defense University, Mr. Geng Renxiang also said: “In February
2015, the national Maoist coalition was declared to be established in Luoyang, Henan (Note: “Luoyang Conference”). Soon,
the organization was guilty and revealed Less insider, Xiang Guanqi, who was convened and presided over the Luoyang
Conference (has borrowed from Germany) announced that he has withdrawn from the “national Maoist alliance.” From the
communiqué of the “Maoist National Union” conference, we have determined that this is an attempt to overthrow the
Communist Party. Reactionary organization.” This is another political lie. because: 
1) I am a participant of Luoyang Conference. But cheated. Because I was in Luoyang at that time, a friend of Zhengzhou
said about the hotel. Until I wanted to leave the hotel, a friend from Zhengzhou said to open a conference in Luoyang.
Xiang Guanqi is the host and organizer. At that time, I made it clear that Xiang Guanqi was a bourgeois politician with the
Maoist banner. I did not attend the meetings organized by him. However, I was forced by my friends to stay strong. I made
it clear that I only listened to the audience and did not participate in the meeting. However, if Guan Qiqi sells "Half
Socialism", I will refute it politely. However, no matter whether it is before or after the meeting, don't say that you have seen
Lin Biao wilderness. No one even mentioned his name. During the meeting, Mang Akiyoshi and others had an argument
about the same view of the bourgeois view of the odd-looking. 
2) The so-called “Joint National Maoist Union” communique was in fact an amendment to an Article by Tai Guan Yu Di.
The content of the article, as far as I know, is only known to Taihang Yudi and Xiangguan Qi. Because Guan Qiqi said
before the end of the meeting, he believed that the opinion of Taihang Yudi was very good. The amendment could be
issued as a meeting communique. . . . . . 
I ask Mr. Geng Renxiang that the articles that only represent Guan Guanqi and Taihang Yudi (perhaps there are other
people who know, but do you not know if you agree with Guan Qiwei) can be called a meeting communique? Then, ask Mr.
Geng Renxiang, where did the two organizations with similar views come from?
. . . . . . 
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